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About the Company
The Worshipful Company of Masons is number 30 in the order of precedence of the ancient Livery
Companies of the City of London, as set by the Aldermen of the City in 1515. Today there are over 110
and the number continues to grow.
The focus of the Livery Company is to preserve and encourage the use of natural stone in the built
environment. This includes supporting the training of craftsmen as well as the preservation and appreciation
of iconic historic stone buildings.

Foreword by Philip Mould CBE
The Master of The Worshipful Company of Masons told me about
this inspirational event when I visited the The Grinling Gibbons
Tercentenary Exhibition for Emerging Carvers in Wood and Stone
held at Bonhams’ Gallery in New Bond Street earlier this year.
I encourage you to attend the Third Annual Exhibition of Stonemasonry
and Stone Carving at Gallery Different in London’s West End, which
will take place this year from 16th - 20th November 2021in the gallery
and until the end of this year online.
The exhibition organised in conjunction with The Worshipful Company
of Masons aims to represent a full range of work by stonemasons
and carvers, encompassing memorial work and lettering as well as
contemporary artwork.

Encouraging the use of natural stone

All profits are being donated to the Masons’ Company Craft Fund,
a registered charity that supports working stonemasons and helps
preserve this ancient craft. The exhibition will be open daily to the
public and will be officially opened in the presence of the Master of
the Worshipful Company on Wednesday 17th November.
Phillip Mould CBE

The Work of the Charity

Happily stonemasonry is still practised today and the Worshipful Company of Masons is at the forefront
of supporting the craft through education and preservation. The Company’s membership includes
professionals from the construction and property sector, specialists in stonemasonry as well as those
with connections to or interest in the City and its national and international importance. Membership
is made up of Liverymen, Freemen and Yeoman Masons.

Front Cover: Line of Defence | Freya Morris | Grinling Gibbons Tercentenary First Prize in Stone
Back Cover: Stonemason | Mark McDonnell | Commissioned by the Master and donated for the exhibition

Being able to foster the future of stonemasonry in skills training and building conservation and restoration
is central to the Company’s existence, and in order to meet these objectives the Craft Fund Charity was
set up in 1985 to promote any charitable purpose which will encourage the exercise of and maintain
the standards of the craft of stonemasonry; preserve and improve the craft of stonemasonry; or foster,
promote and increase the interest of the public in the craft of stonemasonry. While the Trustees are
Liverymen, the charity is independent of the Masons’ Company.
The charity provides funding to support apprentices, students and trainees on stonemasonry courses at
Further and Higher Education levels. Further Education courses are at: York, Bath and Moulton Colleges,
and the Building Crafts College (Stratford, London). Higher Education courses are at: the City & Guilds
of London Art School (Batchelor and Master degrees) and in the Cathedrals’ Workshop Fellowship
(Foundation degree). The Charity also awards annual bursaries at the City & Guilds of London Art School
and the Building Crafts College for a student nominated by each, and funds the ‘Duke of Gloucester
Awards for Excellence in the Craft of Stonemasonry’, and the ‘Livery Skills Council Master Craftsman
Scheme’ supporting through-career development in the craft.

A Word from the Master of the Company
Martin Low

The Venue
Gallery Different is delighted to once again be host of this event. A
contemporary fine art Gallery in the heart of the West End, Gallery
Different has a sculptural tradition and represents a number of artists
who utlise stone in their fine art practice.

I am very grateful to Liveryman Neil Phillips and Freeman
Karina Phillips for kindly hosting the Fundraising Event for
the third successive year at their Gallery Different.

The Gallery welcomes all our guests to what promises to be a fascinating
and enlightening exhbition to learn more about the work of the
Company’s Craft Fund and to view, and to purchase some wonderful
stone. The work is both from practising stonemasons and from student
stonemasons. Artwork is available to purchase in advance from this
catalogue, as well during the exhibition, by contacting the gallery. All Artists will receive payment
for their work, and all profits will go directly to the Masons’ Company Craft Fund. This exhibition
takes place during the gallery’s Winter Collective, a group exhibiton of gallery artists. Any purchase
of works from this exhibition will also benefit the Craft Fund.

They had a vision that they have realised of providing
our talented stonemasons with an opportunity to sell their
beautiful stone pieces for their own nominated price with
a suitable mark up used to raise money for the Masons’
Company Craft Fund. The Gallery takes no commission and
produces a catalogue, allowing those unable to attend the
event in person the opportunity to see and buy some very
special pieces.
I was lucky enough to meet Lennox Cato and Philip Mould
CBE at The Grinling Gibbons’ Tercentenary Exhibition for
Emerging Carvers in Wood and Stone held at Bonhams, in which Freya Moriss’s piece ‘Line of
Defence’ was awarded first place in stone. Lennox will be opening the event at 6:30 pm on
Wednesday 17th November 2021 and Philip has kindly written the foreword to this catalogue.

Gallery Different is a covid secure venue and the safety of our visitors is paramount. We are
operating restricted numbers, sanitising stations, and private appointments so that you may visit to
view and purchase in confidence and safety.

The Worshipful Company of Mason’s Mission is “to encourage the Use of Natural Stone” and by
holding this event we hope to raise money for the Masons’ Company Craft Fund, which gives life
changing opportunities for students studying at several colleges around the UK and working at
10 cathedrals within the Cathedrals’ Workshop Fellowship (Canterbury, Chester, Durham, Exeter,
Gloucester, Lincoln, Salisbury, Winchester, Worcester and York Minster) through grants towards
travel expenses and college fees. The Masons’ Company Craft Fund also awards tool prizes to
students. They choose the tools up to the value of the prize and these are engraved.

All work in the catalogue is priced excluding delivery which can be arranged at cost. Purchases
may be made by contacting the Gallery by phone or email, or by visiting the Gallery website at
www.gallerydifferent.co.uk where work may also be purchased online. Work can be purchased in
advance on receipt of this catalogue.

I hope that you find a piece of stone in this year’s exhibition and get as much enjoyment from it as
I have had from admiring the stone crab carved by Liveryman Nina Bilbey and the puffin carved
by Josephine Crossland that I bought at the first exhibition.
Martin Low, Master

How to Buy

Participating Artists
Nina Bilbey
Will Bowsher
Josephine Crossland
Michelle de Bruin
Chris Elmer
Louis Francis
Carrie Horwood
Rose Paba-Jones

James Kirby
Lily Marsh
Mark McDonnell
Duncan McCorquedale
Freya Morris
Peter Nava
Jude Pollock
Geraint Pounder

Archie Stoke-Faiers
Ruairi Sweeney
Alex Waddell
Andy Waite
Edgar Ward
Adeline Wartner
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Louis Winder
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Nina Bilbey

Will Bowsher

Nina has been working as a freelance sculptor and architectural stone carver for almost 30 years. She
has been teaching art and and stone carving for 25 of those. She is the senior stone carving tutor at the
City and Guilds School of Art. The only College in Europe to provide training in wood and stone carving
to a B.A and M.A. level.

Will is currently a stonemasonry student, studying in his third and final year at Moulton College.
He is also a trainee memorial mason. The piece exhibited is is a study for a design that he was
commissioned to carve.

Commissions include the first sculptures of the Queen and The Duke of Edinburgh depicted as a pair,
for the West front of Canterbury Cathedral. In this exhibition Nina has made available a rare plaster
Maquette for the Cathedral sculptures featuring the His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh. Subject
to demand she may release the partner piece of Her Majesty, the Queen. Also back by popular demand
is the Cromer Crab.

Little Urchins

Plaster with Silver
Gilding
5 x 2 cm

Cromer Crab

Plaster with Gold Leaf. 3
available in various colours
10 x 5 cm

£325

£120 for pair
(2 pairs available)

Before deciding to retrain, he worked in the animation industry on a number of children’s television
programs.

Puti

Plaster on Burnt Wood
Plinth
15 x 25 cm

£350

(2 available)

HRH The Duke of Edinburgh
Plaster maquette
on Burnt Wood Plinth
17 x 20 cm

£750

Sun Study
Holkham Hare
Bronze, ed of 2
10 x 5 cm

£400

Portland Stone with painted enamel
detail (study for commissioned piece)
30 x 25 x 6 cm

£500

Josephine Crossland

Michelle de Bruin

Josephine Crossland is a stone carver based in the Scottish Borders with workshops at the Hutton
Stone Quarry and Marchmont House. Her work is hugely varied, ranging from architectural carving
to hand cut lettering and sculpture.

Michelle is a visual artist and graduate of Glasgow School of Art, since 1990. She is best known for
her stone carved animals, and exploration of the human perspective within natural history collecting
and historic taxonomic confusion. By a process of research and then the rigorous carving or modelling
of her specimens, she reflects on a “craft of seeing” as the primary process by which we study and
attempt to understand the natural world.

Josephine received funding from the Worshipful Company of Masons in partnership with the
Incoproration of Masons of Glasgow to complete an 8 week Lettering Arts Trust Journeyman Scheme
placement with letter carver John Neilson in North Wales. Her sculptural work often depicts and
reflects observations of the natural world, particularly the British coastal wildlife of the North East.

Cormorant

63 x 20 x 26 cm
Howley Park Sandstone

£3,500

Michelle currently practices from her studio at Marchmont Creative Spaces, and from her stone
carving workshop at Hutton Stone in the Scottish Borders. She has been helped on her way by many
people and institutions. In particular awards from the JD Fergusson Trust, the Inches Carre Trust, the
Scottish Art Council and Creative Scotland, and Perth Museum and Art Galleries and the Smithsonian
Museum of Natural History.

Space Time

Portland Limestone on Walnut Plinth
Sculpture 25 cm diameter
Base 25 x 25 x 5cm

£2,000

Chris Elmer
Chris Elmer started his career over thirty years ago carving wooden sculpture and making furniture
to commission for the V&A, private clients and prominent interior designers. This gave him a firm
understanding of form and proportion which became almost instinctive, allowing him to engage
more fully with creative expressions. He tranferred this skill set to the medium of stone and
marble. This, combined with a keen interest in the sybolism contained within form, has led to his
current body of work.

Zen

Marble on Slate Plinth
59 x 17 x 16 cm

£750

Whether it is a marble spire perfectly balanced and vertically pointing to the heavens, or an egg
shape embedded with seeds, the symbolic references combine with a message that is quite often
difficult to put into words. His work has been shown at the Royal West of England Academy
(RWA) in Bristol, Onform, Doddington Hall, Marks Hall, and galleries within the UK.

Emerging

Ancaster weatherbed and Carrara
Marble on Slate Base
30 x 55 x 22 cm

Ovum

£2,800

£650

Nabrasina Limestone and Red/Brown Marble
12.5 x 20 x 12.5 cm

Louis Francis
As a classically trained stone carver, Louis Francis has worked with stone for the last 12 years and
is a member of the Registered Qualified Memorial Fixers administered by National Association of
Memorial Masons. He set up Francis Stone Carving in 2013 and has been honoured to have carried
out work at Windsor Castle.
His work is predominantly focused around lettter carving and repairs. He has worked on many war
memorials with his attention to detail becoming his strongest asset. In 2016 he was approached to
work on a memorial in Cambridgeshire for the company Sacred Stones, carving memories onto stone
facades. In 2021 he was approached by the Great Linford Project, a lottery funded commission for
carving of stones set within a public park in Bucknghamshire.
Louis thrives on the end result with a view to raising the expectations with an image on paper becoming
a portrayal of work carved into any piece of stone. “A memory needs to last a lifetime and I aim for
nothing but perfection”
We could not fly.
We could not travel.
We could not be free.
This piece was created to symbolise
the effects of the pandemic on
society in 2020. A flip flop gives
us all an image of holidays and
sandy beaches ..... a stone flip
flop shows us that we were all
grounded.

Silence is Golden

Grounded 2021

Welsh Slate and Rubber
DImensions - UK size 11

£500

87 x 8.5 x 4.3 cm
Plum Slate
24 carat gold

£1,600

Carrie Horwood
Carrie set up Cat’s Eye Carving in November 2005 in order to develop her interest in the creative
side of stonemasonry. She trained as a stonemason at Gloucester Cathedral after completing a
degree in Sculpture. Carrie uses all of her training and experience to design and carve a variety of
bespoke sculptures and letter carving.
Carrie is celebrating 16 years in business this month and runs her business at Taurus Crafts in the
Forest of Dean her shop is open to the public six days a week. The most prestigious commission to
date is a new War Memorial which was unveiled on September 15th 2021. Carrie hand carved
this monument over a period of 6 months out of Forest of Dean sandstone for Mitcheldean, a small
parish in the Forest of Dean. The carving stands 8ft tall, weighs almost 4 tonnes and features two
3ft relief carvings of a WWI and a WWII soldier together with a significant amount of letter cutting.

Globe Girls

61 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm
Hand carved Tetbury Limestone Sphere featuring
two different faces on Forest of Dean sandstone
base

£3,750

Calm Face
30.5 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm
Hand carved St Bees sandstone

27 x 15 x 30 cm
Hand carved Welsh Alabaster
supported on Stainless Steel Bar on
Forest of Dean Sandstone Base

£3,750

£900

Portrait of a Medieval Woman

Rose Paba-Jones
Rose has been a professional sculptor for 12 years. Having graduated from Newcastle University
in 2007 with a degree in Fine Arts, she went on to study Historic Stone Carving at The City & Guilds
of London Art School. Rose is a Yeoman Mason for The Worshipful Company of Masons and has
been awarded the Duke of Gloucester Award for Excellence in Stone Carving; and most recently,
The London Mayor’s Covid Award for Outstanding Contribution. Rose participates in a regular
programme of exhibitions, both in the UK and internationally; and most recently at the XIII Edition of
The Florence Biennale in Italy.
All three works on display are abstract curvilinear sculptures and reflect Rose’s joy at working with
a variety stones. ‘Two Worlds Colliding’ represents the power and beauty of chance encounters.
‘Cycle of Life’ draws you through a negative space; the aim of the work is to make you think about
your physical being in relation to your surroundings or landscape. ‘Balance and Levitation’ is an
exploration of balance and weight whilst at the same time, capturing a human energy. Rose relishes
the carving process, and through it, gives her work an emotional charge, which transmutes into
dynamic and sensual pieces.

Balance and Levitation

50 x 20 x 10 cm
Spanish Honey Alabaster

£3,950 (including plinth)

Cycle of Life

40 x 40 x 18 cm
French Dodogne Limestone
cedar plinth

£3,950 (including plinth)

Two Worlds Colliding
45 x 50 x 32 cm
Portuguese Marble

£7,950 (including plinth)

James Kirby
James is a long established independent stone mason and carver working in the London area, and
the South of England.
He has worked on most of London’s major historic buildings. He also has a lot of experience in the
repair and fabrication of stone tracery, and the repair and replication of statuary.
He studied portrait modelling, and carving at The City and Guilds of London Art School, and has
also exhibited twice with the Society of Portrait Sculptors. He is a member of the Master Carvers
Association.

Toshiko with Manga Eyes
40 x 25 x 25 cm
Portland Limestone

£4,000

James has a particular interest in portraiture, and has carved numerous portraits of the family, and
staff at Hever Castle, which is part of an ongoing project to replace portraits in the Wet Grotto at
Hever Castle.

Female Study

60 x 18 x 18 cm
Pentalic Marble

£4,000

Male Nude

30 x 40 x 26 cm
Portland Limestone

£3,400

Lily Marsh

Mark McDonnell

Lily is based at Stag Works, an old cutlery factory in the heart of Sheffield. In 2020 Lily completed
the Historic carving Diploma at The City and Guilds of London Art school, with support from The
Worshipful Company of Masons and a QEST scholarship.

After obtaining a degree in creative design at Loughborough university in the 1980’s, Mark McDonnell
went on to have a thirty year career in the Police. Following this he trained as a stonemason,
subsequently becoming a technician and part time lecturer at the Stonemasonry Department of
Moulton College in Northamptonshire. He has twice won the European Stone Carving Competition.

During her studies, Lily was awarded the Taylor-Pearce drawing prize, the Roger de Grey drawing
prize and The Brinsley-Ford travel award to Rome. Lily started her training as a stonemason with
The Building Crafts College and is an alumnus of The Prince’s Foundation.

Head

14.5 x 17.5 x 31 cm
A ¾ portrait head, carved from a
drawing made whilst in Rome, as part
of the Brinsley-Ford travel award 2019.
Carved from reclaimed limestone using a
claw chisel and mallet.

£1,100

Mark McDonnell carved this piece as a private
commission for the Master Mason, Martin Low.
Martin has generously donated the carving
to be included in this exhibition and sold to
raise money for the Craft Fund. It represents a
Stonemason carving a Tracery Window.

The Carver

60 x 30 x 30 cm
Portland Stone

£4,000

Freya Morris
Following completion of a BA in Art History at Warwick University, Freya spent some time in Venice as
an intern at the Peggy Guggenheim Museum. During this period, she became increasingly interested in
architectural history and on returning to the UK completed an MSc in Historic Building Conservation at
Oxford Brookes University. She worked for over 20 years as a Historic Buildings and Conservation Areas
Officer for District Councils in Dorset, Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. She began carving stone as
a hobby, but in 2019 decided that she wanted to pursue it more seriously and has now completed her
Level 1 and 2 diploma at Moulton College in Northamptonshire.

Grinling Gibbons achieved legendary status as a sculptor and artist and is arguably the greatest
carver in British history. He left an indelible mark on the cultural identity of the nation and is a
potent symbol of inspiration and achievement, and the 300th anniversary of his death on 3rd
August 2021, provided an important opportunity to celebrate the life, extraordinary genius of
the man himself and his multifaceted and vibrant legacy.
The Gibbons Tercentenary has sparked collaboration on a remarkable scale as a diverse
spectrum of organisations has come together as the Grinling Gibbons Society to masterplan
a year-long national festival celebrating Gibbons, his life and legacy. The Grinling Gibbons
300 Award in wood and stone, a national competition for emerging craftspeople and carvers,
supported by the Worshipful Company of Masons and the Carpenters Company took place
this year. The work of the 11 finalists is on display to the public at Compton Verney Art Gallery,
Warwickshire, alongside Grinling Gibbons: Centuries in the Making an exhibition that explores
the influences that shaped Gibbons’ vision, skills technicques and style, and the life and legacy
of anicon. The exhibition brings together works from both public and private collections and
demonstrates Gibbons’ impact on Britain’s art and heritage. The exhibition runs until Sunday
30th January 2022
Freya Morris (pictured right) won First Prize for stone
with a carving called ‘Line of Defence’, with Second Prize
going to Alex Waddell who also features in this exhibition.
Freya said of her entry: “This piece aims to evoke the
exuberant and complex character of Gibbons’ sculpture,
while expressing a contemporary political message.”

For more information on the year long Festival of events go to https://grinling-gibbons.org/whats-on

First Line of Defence.

75 x 50 x 25 cm
1st Prize in Stone
Grinling Gibbons Tercentenary Competition

£3,750

Freya explains her winning piece in the context of
the Global pandemic and the contrast between
those who benefitted financially from the crisis
and the keyworkers who in her opinion were not
adequately compensated for their extraordinary
work.
“Forming the base of the piece is the image of
the Crowned Portcullis representing the Houses
of Parliament. Weaving through the central bar
of the portcullis is a snake referencing The Rod of
Ascelpius, a symbol associated with healing. The
rose, clover, thistle and daffodil represent the four
home nations and reference Gibbon’s extensive use
of flowers and vegetation in his compositions. The
chains that hang to either side of the portcullis have
been replaced in my piece by intertwined closed
peapods looped through the eyes of the keys. The
keys in my piece make reference to those people
identified as key workers during the pandemic.
Peapods are often found in Grinling Gibbon’s work
and were thought to indicate whether or not he had
been paid for his work. At the centre of the crown is
the looping Celtic symbol for friendship”

Peter Nava

Jude Pollock

Peter Nava’s work includes both stylised figurative and abstract stone sculptures. His preference is
carving English and French limestones and alabaster. He practises direct carving by hand, sculpting
freely in a process of discovery. Peter especially enjoys working with stone surplus to restoration projects
or reclaimed stone from ancient, historical buildings once worked before by an unknown stone-mason
and probably with the same simple tools. He uses power tools infrequently.

Jude spent a 25 year career in the energy industry working in roles as diverse as a petroleum
engineer, a commercial negotiator and a developer of sustainable transport projects. A lifelong
love of art and architecture led her to try her hand at stone carving and, after pursuing courses at
Yorkshire Sculpture Park and West Dean College, she decided to jump in with both feet and pursue
the craft full time. She has recently completed the unique Historic Stone Carving degree course at the
City and Guilds of London Art School. This exposed her to a wide range of projects and has allowed
Jude to develop her skills in drawing, modelling, carving and lettercutting which she is now using in
her work.

He is most inspired by sculpture from early civilisations and mediaeval church carvings for their apparent
but illusory simplicity and serenity. After retirement from a medical career Peter has pursued his desire
to sculpt, in particular stylised figurative pieces generally ignoring his medical knowledge of the human
form. He has exhibited in the UK and with the Oxford Sculptors Group and the Cotswold Sculptors
Association.

Camille

35 x 30 x 18 cm
Migne Limestone on Green
Great Tew Hornton Base

£2,800

Isabella

54 x 33 x 26cm
Bas-relief on Ancaster Weatherbed
Blue Limestone on Oak Base

78 x 75 x 18.5 cm
Lavoux Fin Limestone

£2,800

£1,600

After Pisano

Geraint Pounder

Archie Stoke-Faiers

Geraint was born and raised in Herefordshire where he developed a deep appreciation for medieval
architecture and history whilst steeped in the setting of the Welsh Marches surrounding him. He
joined the Royal Engineers as a Military Engineering Surveyor in 2009. After leaving the regular
Army in 2016 he worked as a geomatic surveyor until 2019, when inspired by historical buildings he
had worked on, he retrained as a Stonemason under Emma Dexter at Mouton College.

Archie Stoke-Faiers is a 26 year old stonemason / sculptor based in the South West near the
picturesque town of Lyme Regis. He began his craft nine years ago at Weymouth College. In
2017 Archie was selected to compete at Worldskills in Abu Dhabi. He represented Great Briain
in architectural Stonemasonry and won silver.
Since then he has started focusing on sculpting and carving. More recently he has been working
on much larger sculptures. Archie’s passion lies with bringing the stone’s personality out in his
sculptural designs.

Lettering

40 x 20 x 15 cm
Portuguese Limestone

£300

X-70B

Based on the X-70B Phantom class starship from
the Star Wars game.

Abstract

18 x 20 x 8 cm
York Sandstone

£900

23 x 72 x 103 cm
Carrara Marble

£11,000

Duncan McCorquedale

Ruairi Sweeney

Duncan McCorquodale’s interest in stone carving started in his teens, and was informed by works
as varied as Inuit soapstone carving and printmaking, and Modern artists such as Brancusi and Arp.
Fortunate to be offered the position of sculptor’s assistant to Israeli-American artist Ilan Averbuch,
Duncan worked with Ilan in NYC throughout much of the 1980s.

Whilst studying stonemasonry at College, Ruairi began experimenting with his own ideas in his spare time.
This has now developed into a dynamic craft where each piece is unique, creating a diverse portfolio of
work.

In 1989, Duncan moved to London, England, to pursue postgraduate studies in Architectural History
and Theory at the Architectural Association, at the same time pursuing various publishing interests —
working with words being something he continues today. Duncan always knew, too, that he would
return to working with stone, undertaking a Graduate Diploma in Carving at City & Guilds of London
Art School in 2020/2021. Currently, he is working on his own projects in both lettering and carving,
with the intention of setting up his own practice in both over the coming years

Throughout his work he is conscious that the relationship between ancient materials and modern
craftsmanship produces something timeless. He wants to honour carefully selected materials and it is
important to him that every piece is meticulously finished by hand, using mallets and chisels. He is
passionate about sourcing the materials himself. This ensures he is aware of its origins, whether from a
particular field or woodland. Understanding where materials come from is instrumental in realising what
they can become. Wherever possible, he works to use reclaimed stone as he believes it is important to
respect the environment and produce sustainable work that breathes new life into what has been lost or
discarded.

For this exhibition Duncan has produced M is for Mason
This is a follow on piece to a work he created during the
pandemic entitled A is for Anxiety.
The piece is being completed for the exhibition and
pictured here is the studio working drawing for the
lettering. The finished piece will comprise individual words
carved in positive and in reverse for printing, with letters
based on Hermann Zapf’s Palatino Regular. The piece
is made up of words that are germane to the art of the
stonemason. More positive than A is for Anxiety, The
Masons’ Alphabet nonetheless continues with wordplay,
multiple meanings, and, Duncan believes, healthy
provocation. The stone piece will be in slate. The print
edition will be relief-printed in lightfast ink on 300 gsm
Somerset Satin paper.
M is for Mason

Stone Cut Alphabet
in Slate
77 x 62 x 2.5 cm

£1,200

M is for Mason

Limited Edition Print on Somerset Satin
300 gsm Paper, Ed of 50
57 x 42 cm

£95 (add £55 for framing)

Hanging Driftwood

Grand Designs

French Yokes on Bath Stone
75 x 60 x 120 cm

Grapevines on Clipsham Limestone

£1,800

£1,100

80 x 40 x 80 cm

Driftwood from the River Cesse,
France on Clipsham Limestone
60 x 60 x 150 cm

£1,200

Alex Waddell
Alex has worked in stone since starting as an apprentice at Winchester in 2014. He had always
wanted to work with his hands to create things which, together with a deep love of history, meant
taking such an appointment was a perfect fit. There can be nothing more satisfying than to step back
at the end of a day’s work to see something that has been created. A mason working in stone means
that person is sharing an experience with people who existed hundreds of years before and those
who will, hopefully, exist hundreds of years in the future.
Alex has worked on the cathedral and its buildings, castles across South Wales while working for
Cadw, monuments, homes and other projects across the UK. The Worshipful Company has supported
Alex throughout his time in the industry in a variety of ways. Through advice and mentoring from
more experienced members; meeting the public through public demonstrations at the Weald and
Downland Living Museum in Singleton, West Sussex and through funding for parts of his training.
Alex most recently studied at the City and Guilds Arts School in London.

300th Celebration
54 x 44 x 80 cm
Leptine Limestone

2nd Prize in Stone
Grinling Gibbons Tercentenary
Competition

£2,000

“When thinking about what to make for the Grinling Gibbons Tercentenary Competition, I wanted
to create something to mark this occasion that was light hearted and humorous. The world had gone
through a long period of missed celebrations and I wanted to create something that would put a smile
on peoples faces. I enjoyed every stage of the process of making it, and feel it really stretched me to
things I had previously not attempted in stone. It was an honour to be able to show work alongside
the Grinling Gibbons Collection, as well as the other talented competitors. I was over the moon to come
second in the competition and grateful to have had the opportunity.” Alex Waddell

Cheer

Sophocles

42 x 30 x 25 cm
Copy Carving of bust from British
Museum. Portland Limestone

£900

30 x 20 x 15 cm
Small Bust of Woman
cheering. (original design)
Portland Limestone.

£800

Nicht entgehet dem Tode, wer der Geburt nicht entgangen ist
13 x 24 x 4 cm
Carved inscription of German proverb reflecting on life and death
‘Those that are born cannot escape death’

£300

Andy Waite
Andy studied Fine Art at Newcastle University before becoming an art teacher. He has worked in the
UK, Botswana, Nigeria, Malawi, Guernsey, Brazil and Turks and Caicos Islands as an art teacher
and school leader for 30 years before retraining as a stonemason at Moulton College, Northampton.
He exhibited at last year’s exhibition and has also exhibited sculpture and relief constructions in
Yorkshire and the Caribbean.

Disturbance
60 x 24 x 4 cm
Yorkshire Blue Sandstone Relief
£990

Awaiting

50 x 40 x 40 cm
Portland Stone

£9,000

Southside
50 x 40 x 4
Yorkshire Sandstone Relief
£2,500

Adeline Wartner
Adeline obtained a Restoration Diploma at the City and Guilds of London Art School in 1999.
Subsequently she worked as a conservator. She has also attended various stone carving classes and
workshops including studying for the Advanced Level 3 Stonemasonry Diploma at the Building Crafts
College for 3 years, having qualified in 2018. For the next two years, Adeline held the position of
Maker-in-Residence, and now she teaches part-time at the College. In addition, Adeline works as a
self-employed stonemason, stone and letter carver.
Her works include – supervising students’ carving; gilding in the garden of the office of architect Amin
Taha; a thistle relief carving commissioned by the Clerk of the Worshipful Company of Clockmakers;
two Pennant tables (a chess board and a Carrom board game) for the public arts organisation
MUFF; a vines and quill relief carving commissioned for a house in France.
Currently Adeline is working on a project for the artist Lucy Tomlins from Pangaea Sculptors’ Centre
for Coventry City of Culture 2021, which will then go touring nationally. She also participated in the
Grinling Gibbons Tercentenary Award Competition.

Woman’s Head Label Stop

23 x 19.5 x 34 cm
French Layoux Limestone

£800
A label stop is an ornamental projection
at the end of a hood-mould (the stonework strip over an arch intended to throw
off water) above a window or door. The
worked stone left at the back of my label
stop enables it to be inserted/slotted into
a wall.
Based on Theodore Parker’s
“From Ten Sermons of
Religion, III Of Justice and
Conscience”, 1852

Of Justice and Conscience

Ball Finial

£300

£800

27 x 57 x 2 cm
Slate

42 x 24.5 x 24.5 cm
Ancaster Stone

Shawn Williamson
Shawn Williamson had his first early stone sculpture commission including Mary and Babe at
Lancaster Priory. Other big works are at Lancaster University Campus, arranged through The Peter
Scott Gallery. At St Martin’s College he was commissioned to sculpt St Martin and the Beggar.
In 1985 Shawn went to Ambleside to work for 85-year-old Josefina de Vasconcellos, a great sculptor
with a legacy stretching back to Rodin through Antoine Bourdelle. Keen to learn from his new
teacher, Shawn helped Josefina with her larger stone sculpture commissions, while beginning some
of his own.
His work follows in the Romantic tradition inspired by Wordsworth, Coleridge and Byron, and William
Blake.

Helen of Troy
Lifesize
Portland Stone

£2,400

Viking Wolf Head
Lifesize
Red Limestone

£1,350

Grail Knight

Portland Stone

£9,900

St Francis of Assisi
50cm high
Limestone

£4,750

Louis Winder

Edgar Ward
Edgar Ward is a London based sculptor working predominantly in stone and ceramics. He studied
stone carving at the City and Guilds of London Art School, and graduated from the Royal College of
Art with an MA in 2021. Working across drawing, sculpture and digital modelling, he explores ideas
of place, memory and history within urban sites that he is connected to. Edgar is increasingly adapting
new digital tools to his working process within traditional sculptural materials and disciplines.

Louis completed an Arts Foundation, followed by 2 years at Weymouth College studying Stone
Masonry, carving and letter cutting. This was followed by a 4yr apprenticeship at York Minster
Cathedral as a mason and stonecarver. He then spent a year in Ohio working with Nick Fairplay,
an English Master carver. On his return he was introduced to Anish Kapoor, with whom he has
been working for the past 21 years.

Maenad

32 x 12 x 7 cm
Bath Stone

£720

Untitled
Archosaur

40 x 30 x 12 cm
Bath Stone

£1,800

56 x 20 x 12 cm
Spanish Alabaster quarried from
Zaragoza

£2,400

Liam Winship

How your money will be spent:

As his career first started as a stonemason for Historic Scotland, he has somewhat of an obsession
with all kinds of architectural stone work, which can influence and inspire his work considerably. He
loves to sample between art periods and to try to create something modern to a specific style. He
is currently undertaking his own interpretations of historical antiques, not only to create a piece of
work, but to learn from an old master and try to understand why something was carved in that way.

When you purchase an item from this catlaogue, at least 50% of the price is the fair remuneration for
the artist concerned. This in itself will assist those artists to stay in the craft of stonemasonry. The whole
of the balance of your purchase price is being paid to the charity. Here are some examples of what
your contribution can do:
£300 will provide a bursary towards college fees for one student
£350 will purchase a set of specialist tools
£500 will provide a travel grant for a student to visit the marble and stone quarries in Italy
£1,000 will provide financial assistance towards travel and subsistence for apprentices suffering financial
hardship
Your contributions will make a tangible difference, and will be gratefully received.

Troyes Frieze

An interpretation of a Gothic frieze from France,

with chardon (thistle) foliage and two small
grotesque creatures, a small bat like creature
and it prey.
22 x 74.5 x 13 cm
Portland Stone
£900

Feathered Serpent

Interpretation of the Quetzalcóatl, Mesoamerican god, Mayan name Kukulcán. The
Feathered Serpent, one of the major deities of
the ancient Mexican pantheon.
22 x 74.5 x 13 cm
Peek Moor Stone

£380

A final word of thanks
from Court Assistant Peter Blincow
A final word of thanks from Court Assistant Peter Blincow
I would like to express our grateful thanks to the Master,
Martin Low; Liverymen: John Milne, Neil Phillips, Geoff
Spurrier and Alan Kraven; Freemen: Rachel Beszant and
Karina Phillips; Yeoman Rosie Jones, all those masons who
have donated works of art for sale and to all those who have
made this Event possible.
All proceeds arising from the sale of works of art and
donations will be credited to The Masons’ Company Craft
Fund (Charity Number 292070).
Court Assistant Peter Blincow
Chairman of The Worshipful Company of Masons’ Fundraising Committee

Dawn Rowland FRSS

The exhibition will take place during Gallery Different’s Winter Collective.
This is a group exhibition of Gallery Artists working across a wide range of media - paintings,
prints, drawings, mixed media and of course sculpture. Three of the gallery artists for whom stone
is integral to their practice will be exhibiting, and examples of their work are shown here.
If you purchase any work from the Winter Collective, 10% of sales proceeds will be donated to
the Masons’ Company Craft Fund. Full catlaogue of work available at www.gallerydifferent.com.
Johannes von Stumm is the Past
President of the Royal Society of
Sculptors; current President of the
Oxford Art Society and a founder
member of Sculpture Network Europe.
His career has spanned 30 years and
he has exhibited widely throughout the
UK and Europe.
He is known for the complex
combinations of materials, shapes
and textures. The intertwining and
interlocking elements of stone, bronze,
steel, glass and wood fuse the strong
with the fragile, the solid with the
liquid, the smooth with the rough.
The interplay between the elements is
captivating. His recent solo exhibition
was very succesful. A catalogue of his
work is available on request.

Above: Twenty-Four

Next Page
Top Right: Breaking Out

Next Page
Bottom Right: Fracture

20 x 61 x 15 cm
32 Marble

47 x 43 x 23 cm
Kilkenny Limestone

£18,000

£13,000

£8,500

40 x 49 x 49 cm
Stone bronze Glass

Dawn Rowland explores the interdependency
and fragility of human relationships and
how these fit into the world around us. She
expresses her own experiences – her personal
and emotional CV – but the underlying feelings
are universal. Some resonate with the transient
nature of bringing up a child to adulthood.
Others deal with these relationships through
life.
Touch is that special connection in a relationship
and therefore hands are also very important in
her work.
A two-week stone carving course changed her
life forever. “I was totally drawn to stone. There
is a physicality and sensuality to working in
stone.” Most of the time she carves directly,
retaining the freshness and spontaneity that
only direct carving can bring.

Mel Fraser is a Cambridge based artist of
immense creativity, sensitivity and natural
ability. Completely self taught, Fraser has
honed her skills to a level where she has
been commissioned for work to go into
global locations.
Her abstract work uses the perfection of
line and surface to play with light and
shadow. Works that use glass like albaster
that are transparent; Carrera marble pieces
that have lace edges and perfect balance;
geometric forms of such precision, it is
difficult to believe they are cut by hand.
Her figurative pieces show a sensitivity
and understanding of human forms and
emotions.

Sales enquiries to Karina Phillips

GALLERY DIFFERENT
14 Percy Street London W1T 1DR
+44(0)207 637 3775 | info@gallerydifferent.co.uk
www.gallerydifferent.co.uk

